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1. Evaluate the following iterated integrals.
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Evaluate the following integrals.

fff(") lll rysin(gz)dV, where G is the rectangular box bounded by 0 I s, I r,
tt"t o<uSl and0< z<r/6.

rat lll 'av,
G
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where G is the tetrahedron in the first octant bounded by
rtyl-z:4.

fff(.) lll x,yzdV, where G is the solid in the first octant bounded by the par-
JJJG abolic cylinder z:2- t2, plares U:r, z:0 and U:O-
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Rewrite the integral as an equivalent iterated integral in the order

(c) da dy d.z-(a) dsdzdr.
(d\ d,rdzdy.

(b) dy d.rdz.

(e) dzdrdy.

4. Find the volumes of the following solids using triple integrals.

(a) The tetrahedron in the first octant bounded by the cosrdinates planes and the plane
passing through (1, 0,0), (0,2, 0) and (0, 0, 3).

(b) The solid bounded by the parabolic cylinder " 
: U2 and rectangular planes r :0,

x,:I,Y---landg:1-
(c) The solid bounded on its sida by the surface y : 12, above by the plane g + z: I

and below by the plane z : 0.

(d) The solid in the first octant bounded by the coordinate planes, the plane g + z:2
and the parabolic cylinder r : 4 - 92 -

(e) Thewedge cut from thecylinder 12 +y2:1by the planes z: -! and z:0-
(f) The solid cut from the cylinder 12 +y2 - 4 by the plane z : 0 and the plane t*z :3.
(g) The solid in the first octaut bounded by the coordinate planes and the planes c*z : L,

g*22:2'
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5. Evaluate triple integrals

pr ,J-n' ,'
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Give a physical interpretation of this integral.

6. Show that the volume of a common solid of the intersection between two paraboloids
z:t2*]g2andz:8-t2-a2is8rtr. :. ': '

7. Evaluate the following cylindrical coordinate integrals.

12r, SL 1Jz7 r' 12r p3 f\/rBE-,(u) I I I d,zr dr d0. (b) I I I d.zr dr d.0.
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8. Convert the integral
7l rt/t-a' rt
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to an equivalent iniegral in cylindrical coordinates and evaluate the result.

9. Use cylindrical coordinates to evaluate the following integrals.

", II ,/*z + v'av, :!T.rf 
is the solid bounded bv surfaces z : 2 and z :

fff(b) | | | zdV, where G is thecylinder y2 + z2 : Iwhich intersects with the
tlt Planesu:t,c:oand z:o-

fft
(.) lll aV, where Gis thesolid bounded by paraboloids z:8-r" -y"t[t aiilz:r2+3y2-

10. Find the volumes of the following solids using triple integrals.

(a) The solid bounded by the paraboloid z: 12 and the plane z : 9.

' (b) The solid bounded below by the plane z:0, on its side by the cylinder r:2sin0
and above by z:r2.

(c) The solidbounded bythecylinder * +U2:9, and theplaqes t* z:5 and z:1.
(d) The solid is the right circular cylinder whose base is the circle r : 2sir-0 in the

x,y-plane and whose top lies in the plane z - 4- y.

11. Evaluate the following integrals using cylindrical coordinates.
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L2- Hnd the rclume of the following solid using spherical coordinates-

(a) The s4rhere * +f * z2 :9.
(b) lte solid bounded above by the sphere P : 4, and below by the cone @ : r 13'

(c) The solid that lies above the car-plane, outside the cone z : tpft artd

inside the sphere 12 +y2 * z2 :9.

Erraluate the following integrals using spherical coordinates-

12 tJT-"t fd4-74
@) I _, J _u^_", J _"-r=d itz dv d'a.

12 rGv ,F4 221@"zd,zd,yd,a-(o't l-,J-r^-, J,

where G is a sphere * + u2 + z2 < 9.

Find the centroid of the solid that lies beloYr the sphere P : 4 and' above the cone { : n /3'

Find the centroid of the solid bounded by the surface z : r and. the pla'ne z :9-

Find the moment of inertia of the solid created by intersection of the sphere p < 1 with
the cone Q : r /3 and z-arcis if the density of the solid is 6(r,!, z) : 2'

Find the coordinate, Z of the centroid of a solid bounded by the planes c : 0, z : O,U :
trA: lrAnd. Z:2 - t.

Show that the volume of a common solid of the intersection between a sphere t2 +y2 + 
"2 

:
2 a',d a parboloid z : 12 + y2 is 

n (o^6, _z\ -6\ot /
Obtain the centroid of the solid.

By using the cylinder coordinates, find the volume of the solid bounded on top by the

,jh"." i" +y" + z2 :16 and it's sides by a cylinder s2 +f : ag and z : 0'

By using the spherical coordinates, evaluate

I I I zd.V,
t tat

where G is the solid bounded below by a cone z :
*+y2*22:22-

21. By using the cylindrical coordinates, evaluate

tFW and above by a sPhere

ilI
G

where G is the solid bounded below by the plane z : 0 and above by the plane z :3 and

it's sides by the surface *' + (y - 1)2 : t.
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22. By using the spherical coordinates, evaluate

I" I'*lhd'zd'Yd'r
23. tansform the integral

1{tz 1{12-# f1lt6-r2-s2
I I I dzdyd.t
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into each of the following coordinates systems:

(a) cylindrical, (b) spherical.

Hence, evaluate the integral using only one of the coordinates system.

24. Evaluate the integral [[[ " 
Or,

t[t
where G is the tetrahedron in the first octant bounded by the plane c I2g*32:6-

25. Find the volume of the solid bounded above by the cone z : JFT:az, below by the
cA-plane and laterally by the cylinder x2 +y2 :2y.

26. Use cylindrical coordinates to find the volume of the solid below the surface a2 +g2 + z2 : 4
and above the plane z:1.

27. Use spherical coordinates to evaluate

fA f\/z-s" rJ&-n' ^ ^ ^. a
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(r'+a"+"')ud'zd,rdv.
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28. Evaluate the following triple integrals in an appropriate coordinate system

ffflll h2+u2\i dv.JIJ \* '' /

where G is the solid in the first octant bounded by paraboloids z : * + y2 and z :
2-*'-a'-

29. Evaluate the following iterated integrals by cha.nging the coordinate system.
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30. The mass of a solid G with density function o(t, y, z) is given by

*: [' [J* [" o@,s,2)d.zd,rd.y.
J-r Jo Jo

(a) Sketch the solid G.

(b) Find the centroid of the solid G, if the density is constant.



31. Flndthevohrmeofthesolidcutfromsphere p--@by thecone A:a,where0<a<n12.
Hencq deduce the volume of the solid for the cases when o : 0, rf 2, r.

32. Find the smaller volume cut from the sphere p:2 by the plane z : rt.
33. (a) Use triple integrals to show that the volume of the solid above by a sphere

* + y' * * :4 and below by the plane z : rt is l@ - Srt)r.
(b) BV using the spherical coordinates, evaluate

tff
lll zdV,

t t"t

where G is the solid bounded above by a sphere * +y2 * z2 :4 and below by the
plane z : A.
Hence, by using the result in part (a), find the center of gravity of the solid assuming
constant density.

34. Find the massof thesolid G bounded by *+y2 + 22 ( 4, r > 0, y ) 0, z > 0, if the
density is equal to ayz.

35. Show that the volume of the solid G bounded by z : 4- 12 - y2 a,nd the cy-plane is 8r.
Hence find the centroid of G assuming constant densrty o. ANS (0, 0, 3).

36. Show that the volume of the solid G in first octant bounded bv 3 + Y + 1: 1, where-G b c
e, b, c are constants is |oDc. Hence find the centroid of G assuming constant density o.
ANS (ta, Lu,Iq.

37. Erraluate fff
lllG+u2+22drd,yd,z,t t"t

where G is the solid bounded by the plane z : 3 and the cone " 
: G +g'. Give a

physical interpretation of the integral.

38. Evaluate
f f f drdydz
JU @+A+7)"7''G

where G is the solid bounded by the spheres 12 +g2 I z2 : a2 and. 12 +y2 * z2 : b2 where
a > b > 0. Give a physical interpretation of the integral.

39. Find the

(a) volume, (b) centroid,

of the solid G bounded above by the sphere t2 + 92 * z2 : a2 and, below by the plane
z : b where a > b > 0, assuming constant density o.


